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Abstract 

We present an agent-based model of a minimal economy containing households, retail 

banks, and producers of consumer and capital goods. Household behavior is based on the 

buffer-stock savings model by Deaton (1961), while the profit-maximizing firms employ 

reinforcement learning to determine pricing and production. Competitive retail banks 

facilitate the flow of funds between households and producers through a fractional-reserve 

system. Stability of the simulated markets depends only on the self-adjusting, boundedly 

rational behavior of the agents in the completely closed economic system.  

1 Introduction 

  The market economy can be viewed as a complex adaptive system1 in which the phenomena of 

organized production, consumption, and trade emerge from the uncoordinated actions of billions of 

human agents. Agent-based computational economics (ACE) is a research approach that integrates this 

notion of emergent behavior with the study of the economy [31]. Normative insight into economic 

behavior is derived from the bottom-up through the simulation of computational agents. The agent-based 

methodology has several advantages over the traditional approach to economic modeling. First, agents 

can be modeled to behave with bounded rationality [24], rather than perfect rationality. Indeed, the 

growing relevance of behavioral economics underscores the need to reconsider the representative 

economic agent in terms that better reflect our finite, imperfect decision-making abilities. The ACE 

methodology also facilitates the integration of heterogeneous, dynamic agents in models of the economy. 

By modeling the behaviors of boundedly rational agents and observing the outcomes that arise 

                                                 
1 The term “complex adaptive system” was coined by Gell-Mann (1994) and Holland (1995). Tesfatsion (2006) 
details how the agent-based methodology ties into the study of complex adaptive systems such as the economy. 
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endogenously from their simulated interactions, the agent-based approach can be employed to expand our 

understanding of the fundamental patterns observed in the real economy. 

  The development of the agent-based Santa Fe Artificial Stock Market led to one of the first 

market theories based on insights derived through simulation [1]. Since then, much of the agent-based 

economic literature has focused on the simulation of financial markets. This may be due in part to the 

long, intimate history between computation and finance and the relatively straightforward process of 

simulating an asset market. The wide availability of financial data also enables agent-based studies in 

finance to be combined with experimental studies [21]. The comprehensive guide by LeBaron (2006), 

which discusses the design, calibration and evaluation of agent-based financial models, as well as the 

recent review of literature by Chen (2007), reveals the increasing maturity of this area of modeling.  

  In comparison, it is less clear how to employ the agent-based approach to studying issues related 

with the macroeconomy. Many dynamic outcomes of the real economy, such as the persistence of 

business cycles, are just as difficult to understand through the agent-based approach as with the traditional 

modeling. The ultimate solution might be to simulate the behavior of an economy in its entirety. 

However, due to the limitations of computing, the challenge that the agent-based modeler essentially 

faces is that of determining a subset of human behavior that is both feasible to model yet representative of 

the economy. This task of reducing the economy into a minimal set of components is extremely difficult 

for obvious reasons.  

  The many agent-based approaches to macroeconomic studies can be grouped into three broad 

categories. The first category includes the simulation models that merge traditional economic theory with 

machine learning and other computational techniques. An early work of this type is by Arifovic (1994), 

who showed that agents employing a genetic algorithm to decide production decisions could lead to 

rational expectations equilibrium in the cobweb model of production. The overlapping generations (OLG) 

framework is another theoretical economic model that has been used as a basis for agent-based 

simulations. According to Chen (2003), there have been substantial studies in inflation and price stability 

that involve OLG-based agents employing learning algorithms to maximize utility. Although studies of 
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this type benefit from the mathematical foundations that accompany conventional economic theory, this 

approach limits the expressiveness that agent-based modeling offers.  

  A second category of agent-based macroeconomic study consists of massive simulations of real 

economies. The ASPEN project [3], developed at Sandia National Laboratories, is a pioneering work of 

this type. This grid-based simulation attempts to model the entire U.S. economy from the manufacturing 

industry to the Federal Reserve. The EURACE project [12] from Bielefeld University takes a similar 

agent-based approach in modeling the economy of the European Union. In essence, these projects are 

attempts at realizing the ultimate dream of agent-based economic modeling. Although these large-scale 

simulations have generated insights into complicated issues such as market disruption and consumer 

confidence2, the complexity of these projects make their results difficult to isolate and explain.  

  The final category consists of agent-based simulations of relatively basic economies that do not 

directly model a real economy. Steiglitz et al. (1996) describes one of the simplest models wherein zero-

intelligence agents produce, consume and trade in a gold-food economy. This work showed that the 

introduction of arbitrage was sufficient to stabilize long-run prices in the market. The agent-based model 

in Bruun (1999) tested the concepts of firm-based production of consumer goods and capital goods 

through a simple model of agent interactions based on spatial location. In general, this extensive category 

of agent-based work attempts to explain the macroeconomy through simulation of a minimal economy. 

  The model that we present in this paper belongs to the third category of agent-based 

macroeconomic modeling. The primary goal of our work is to create an agent-based model of the 

economy that is both straightforward to understand yet contains emergent economic features such as firm-

based production, time value of money, and market stability that does not rely on exogenous factors. Our 

final design draws on the representation of households in Raberto et al. (2007) and has similarities with 

the production sector outlined in Bruun (1999). Our agent-based model introduces competitive banking 

agents, a fractional reserve banking system with a closed money supply, and firm agents that employ 

                                                 
2 The ASPEN homepage (http://www.cs.sandia.gov/tech_reports/rjpryor/Aspen.html) has published 
many of the results derived from their macroeconomic simulation. 
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reinforcement learning to determine pricing and production. Furthermore, the agents in the minimal 

economy interact within a completely closed economic system. Lastly, in the process of designing the 

agent-based model, we also implement a robust, extensible economic simulation framework that can be 

used as a starting point for future agent-based models (see Appendix B).  

  This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we illustrate the overall model of the economy 

that the simulation is based upon. In Section 3, we describe how the economic agents and markets are 

modeled. In Sections 4 and 5, we evaluate the simulated economy with respect to its emergent features. 

2 Model of the Minimal Economy 

  The primary components of the minimal economy are households and firms. Households seek 

income solely for the consumption of food. The majority of households are workers (§3.2.1) who earn 

wages through employment with firms. The remaining households are firm owners (§3.2.2) whose 

income derives from the profits of the single firm they own. Meanwhile, firms, which consist of farms 

(§3.4.1), retail banks (§3.5.1) and tractor factories (§3.4.2), hire workers for the production of goods and 

services, which they sell to other firms or workers. Households and firms are independent agents that act 

to maximize their own consumption or profit, respectively. Together, firms and households engage in a 

cycle of production and consumption that drives the simulated economy. 

  “Food” is the fundamental commodity in this simulated economy, and it serves as an abstraction 

for all consumer goods in a real economy. At every simulation period, farms determine the volume of 

food production and the price they charge according to their individual states and the market demand for 

food during the previous period. They subsequently sell this food to households in the food market. Each 

unit of food lasts a single period, so any unsold food is removed from the farms’ inventory. The farms’ 

production function takes labor and capital as input, where labor is workers hired and capital consists of 

tractors purchased from the tractor market. These tractors are manufactured by tractor factories, which 

are in turn built by the workers that the factories hire. Like farms, tractor factories determine per-period 

production and pricing to maximize profit.  
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  A well-functioning banking sector is essential to channeling the flow of money between 

households and firms. The simulated economy incorporates a fractional reserve system and several debt 

instruments, which are exclusively managed by the retail banks. Every household, farm and tractor 

factory maintains a zero-interest checking account with a single bank. Agents can withdraw or deposit 

funds from their checking account at any point during the simulation, though they are not actually 

obligated to use it. Additionally, households can invest in interest-bearing savings deposits offered by the 

banks, but this financial instrument prohibits the investor from withdrawing the funds during the duration 

of the deposit. To profit from their operations, banks offer fixed-interest loans with all interest paid at 

maturity. Farms and tractor factories must finance their production costs through these loans. Meanwhile, 

banks incur lending costs proportional to the interest owed to savings deposits and the labor required to 

service their loans. Like the other firms, banks set interest rates, and only offer savings deposits and loans 

to maximize profit. 

  The economic system as a whole can be viewed as a closed market economy. In terms of its 

monetary system, a fixed supply of money is distributed initially but afterwards, no exogenous money 

injections take place except from temporary loans offered as a last resort by a single central bank (§3.5.2). 

However, the money supply can change endogenously through money creation via the fractional reserve 

system. In terms of overall productivity, all employment, pricing, and other production decisions are 

uncoordinated and decided only by the actions of independent profit-maximizing firms. Real market 

economies depend on competition to prevent prices and interest rates from spiraling out of control, if not 

stabilizing them to Walrasian equilibrium. Likewise, the hope is that the sum of interactions between 

households seeking consumption and firms seeking profit will give rise to market forces that stabilize the 

simulated economy.   

3 Components of the Minimal Economy 

  The agents in the minimal economy are “boundedly rational” rather than perfectly rational [24]. 

In other words, agents are not endowed with a theoretically optimal strategy, and they can at best 
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approximate an optimal action based on their individual states and the information publicly available to 

all agents through the markets in which they participate. Additionally, agents neither collaborate with 

each other nor make assumptions about the competitiveness of the economy. We organize our discussion 

of specific components of the minimal economy in the following manner. In Section 3.1, we provide 

insight into the implementation of economic markets as discriminatory price auctions. In Section 3.2, we 

describe the households that drive consumption in the simulated economy. In Sections 3.3–3.5, we give 

an overview of the firms, followed by a discussion of specific firms by industry. 

3.1 Markets 

  The markets in the simulated economy serve two important purposes. First, markets function as 

clearing mechanisms to match the supply and demand of goods, labor, and debt. These markets are 

essentially discriminatory price auction-markets in which all offers are placed first, followed by bids that 

are immediately matched with the best available offer. Quantity and price are fixed after an offer is 

submitted. Additionally, the order book is kept private, and bidders are only provided with the average 

weighted cost of all remaining offers. These auction-markets also operate on a per-period basis so that 

any outstanding offers and bids are cleared from the books at the end of each simulation period.  

  Although most real-world markets do not resemble centralized auctions, the implementation of 

markets in this manner is not only practical but also a reasonable abstraction for economic markets in the 

broadest sense of the term. We illustrate this abstraction with the following analogy. Consider two 

lemonade stands that advertise different prices for the same lemonade. In the short-run, the supply of 

lemonade at the two stands is fixed. Even if demand is high for the lower-cost lemonade, neither stand 

can adjust their prices because they have committed to the advertised price. In this sense, the stands are 

making small, fixed offers to a “lemonade market”, which corresponds to how agents in the simulated 

economy submit fixed offers for food, tractors and other assets to the relevant markets every simulation 

period. Furthermore, if search costs are negligible, consumers will obviously buy the lower-cost lemonade 
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until the stand runs out, hence, discriminatory pricing. Essentially, each simulation period corresponds to 

the decisions made and constraints imposed during the short-run in the economy.  

  Secondly, the markets act as providers of information to its agent participants. In particular, every 

market records and makes public the average price, the total bid and offer volume, and the amount traded 

during the current and previous periods in the market. For example, the food market provides the 

weighted mean price F
tp  of all food sales during period t  and 1t − . As detailed in subsequent sections, 

this common market information is integral to the strategies employed by every agent in the minimal 

economy. The markets’ informational role facilitates the design of boundedly rational agents whose 

decisions are based on market proxies rather than theoretical supply and demand curves. 

  The minimal economy includes markets for food, tractors, labor, loans and savings deposits. 

Appendix C illustrates the supply and demand relationships for the participants of each market. All of the 

markets, except for the unionized labor market, are implemented as straightforward auctions that match 

bids with offers.  

3.1.1 Unionized Labor Market 

  Following the agent-based model by Raberto et al. (2007), the wages in the simulated economy 

are uniformly fixed by a labor union3. Although the majority of real-world labor markets are competitive, 

we use this imperfect representation because it reduces the overall complexity of the simulated economy. 

At the beginning of each period, the labor union announces a nominal wage tw  that all firms must pay to 

the households they hire. Households also decide whether to seek employment according to this wage. 

The explicit goal of the labor union is to prevent unemployment from exceeding a fixed rate Uη and to 

maximize the aggregate real labor income tU , defined as  

                                                 
3 The unionized labor market modifies the one defined in Raberto et al. (2007) in the following ways. First, while 
wages set by the original model are monotonically increasing, the unionized labor market can both increase and 
decrease wages. The unionized labor market also tries to limit unemployment, which can reach high levels if wages 
increase without a corresponding increase in aggregate money supply.  
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 ( )/ F W
t t t tU w p V= , (3.1) 

where W
tV  is the total number of workers hired and F

tp  is the weighted mean price of all food sales 

during period t .  

  To estimate the effect of wage changes, the labor union measures the correlation between changes 

in wage wΔ  and the corresponding changes in aggregate real income UΔ  over the past UT  periods. The 

labor union increases the market wage if there is a positive correlation and decreases the market wage if 

there is a substantial negative correlation. Furthermore, when the unemployment tη  is high, the labor 

union decreases wage so that firms can afford to hire more workers. This heuristic can be expressed as 

 
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )

1 1

1 1

if , 0

if , 0.5

w U
t t

t w U
t t

w c w U
w

w c w U

ρ η η

ρ η η

− −

− −

⎧ + Δ Δ ≥ ∩ <⎪= ⎨
− Δ Δ ≤ − ∪ ≥⎪⎩

, (3.2) 

where wc is a small positive constant and ( ),w Uρ Δ Δ  is the sampling correlation. Lastly, the labor 

market prevents the wage from falling below the minimum wage minw , which is a fixed parameter of the 

simulation.   

3.2 Households 

  As in the real economy, households are the fundamental units of the simulated economy and the 

ultimate source of its economic wealth. Households determine the labor supply and the availability of 

loanable funds, all of which affect overall price levels and the supply of goods in the market. Each 

household, which we represent as either a worker or a firm owner, seeks income for the purpose of food 

consumption. In contrast to the gold-food model by Steiglitz et al. (1996), households cannot produce 

food for personal consumption but must rely on purchasing food offered by farms. As with the labor 

union, our representation of households is strongly influenced by the work in Raberto et al. (2007). 
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3.2.1 Workers 

  Workers are the principal source of labor in the simulated economy. Each worker agent has net 

assets defined by , , ,
W W W
i t i t i tA C S= + , where ,

W
i tC is the portion marked for consumption and ,

W
i tS is the 

portion marked for savings. Workers store the majority of their spending money in their checking deposits 

and the remainder as “cash on hand.” Their savings, however, are kept entirely on hand until they can be 

invested into savings deposits offered on a per-period basis by the banks.  

  At the beginning of each period t, workers seek employment if the wage tw  set by the labor 

union is greater than their nominal reservation wage ,
R
i tw , or if the real value of their assets falls below a 

globally defined poverty level. Formally, this employment decision rule4 is defined as 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

, ,

, ,

/ seek employment

/ seek leisure

R W F P
t i t i t t

R W F P
t i t i t t

w w A p

w w A p

⎧ ≥ ∪ ≤ Α →⎪
⎨

< ∩ > Α →⎪⎩
,  (3.3) 

where PΑ is the poverty level expressed in real terms. In addition to employment, workers seek to invest 

their entire savings ,
W
i tS  in savings deposits offered by the banks. We can express the workers’ total 

income as 

 , , , ,
W
i t i t t i t i tI w dδ γ= + , (3.4) 

where ,i td  is any interest payments from savings deposits, ,i tδ  is equal to 1 if the worker was employed 

and 0 otherwise, and ,i tγ  is likewise equal to 1 if the worker successfully bid for a savings deposit. Wages 

and interest are the only sources of income for workers. 

Consumption and Savings 

  The workers’ allocation of income is based on the buffer-stock savings model pioneered by 

Deaton (1961) and Carroll (1992). According to this model, savings act as a buffer that smoothes 

                                                 
4 In Raberto et al. (2007), the reservation wage is a simulation parameter that is heterogeneous but fixed. Our 
baseline model avoids this additional parameter by allowing households to adjust their reservation wages in response 
to their nominal income (see Equation (3.7)). 
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household consumption over time. Rather than maximizing consumption at every period, workers save a 

fraction 1 υ−  of their excess income, which can later be used during periods of unemployment or low 

earnings. Specifically, workers allocate the amount ,i tc  for consumption and ,i ts  for savings using the 

decision rule: 

 
( )( )

( )
, , , 1 , ,

,

, , , , ,

min , / if  /

/ if  /

W W W F W F W
i t i t i t t i t t i t

i t W W F W W F W
i t i t t i t i t t i t

I A p I p
c

I p I pυ

−
⎧ Ι + ≤ Ι⎪= ⎨
Ι + − Ι > Ι⎪⎩

, (3.5) 

 
( )( )

, ,

,
, , , ,

0 if  /

1 / if  /

W F W
i t t i t

i t W F W W F W
i t t i t i t t i t

I p
s

I p I pυ

⎧ ≤ Ι⎪= ⎨
− − Ι > Ι⎪⎩

, (3.6) 

where ,
W

i tΙ  is the average real income over the past wT  periods and , 1
W
i tA − is the assets remaining after 

consumption last period. After marking ,i ts of income for savings, the worker then tries to purchase up to 

,i tc worth of food in the food market. Any amount left over is kept as cash on hand for consumption 

during the following period. 

Reservation Wages 

  Reservation wages are an important determinant of employment in the real economy. From the 

microeconomic perspective, reservation wages play in integral role in unemployment search strategies, 

and numerous models have been proposed to explain how households update their reservation wages5. To 

simplify our evaluation, we take the macroeconomic approach by homogeneously assigning workers a 

reservation wage elasticity Rε  defined as: 

 
( )
( )

, , 1 , 1

, , 1 , 1

/

/

R R R
i t i t i tR
W W W

i t i t i t

w w w

I I I
ε − −

− −

−
=

−
. (3.7) 

                                                 
5 The work by Stigler (1962) laid the foundations for unemployment search theory. For a discussion on how 
households potentially update reservation wages, see the competing models in [7] and [25]. 
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We note that in Equation (3.7), ,
W

i tI is the worker’s average nominal income over the previous wT  

periods, whereas ,
W

i tΙ  in equations (3.5) and (3.6) is the average real income during the same timeframe. 

This elasticity measure is based on evidence suggesting that previous wages have a significant though 

small effect on reservation wages [16].  

3.2.2 Firm Owners 

  These agents model the limited liability owners of joint-stock companies (see Section 3.3 for a 

discussion on firms). These agents are crucial to economy, because they help to return firm profits back 

into the money supply. Each firm owner is permanently linked to a single firm j  throughout the 

simulation. To become an owner, the agent is allowed to pay a fixed price je  for a single share of firm j . 

Once a shareholder, these agents are not liable for any expenses incurred by the firm. Like workers, the 

firm owners’ net asset is defined as , , ,
O O O
i t i t i tA C S= + , where ,

O
i tC is the portion marked for consumption 

and ,
O
i tS is the portion marked for savings. 

  The behavior of firm owners depends on whether their firm is solvent. When these agents hold 

shares of a solvent firm, they do not seek additional employment through the labor market. Instead, they 

derive income solely from dividends ,j tq  paid by firm j  and interest on savings deposits. As 

shareholders, these firm owners employ the same buffer-stock strategy as the workers, so they allocate 

income for consumption and savings according to equations (3.5) and (3.6). Their income function during 

this state can be expressed as 

 , , , ,
O
i t j t i t i tI q dγ= + . (3.8) 

  Upon the bankruptcy of the firm that the agent owns, the behavior of its owners changes 

dramatically. By necessity, these agents enter the labor market so that they can save enough from wages 

to bring their firm out of bankruptcy. To accelerate their savings, firm owners always seek employment 

regardless of their reservation wage. Furthermore, they abandon the buffer-stock approach, opting instead 
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to consume at most a fraction υ′ , where υ υ′ , of their nominal income and adding the rest to savings. 

The consumption and savings behavior of firm owners in this secondary state is defined by the simple 

rule:  

 
( )

, ,

, ,1

O
i t i t

O
i t i t

c I

s I

υ

υ

′= ⋅

′= − ⋅
. (3.9) 

The firm owners’ net income function can be expressed as 

 , , ,
,

, , ,

if firm is solvent
if firm is insolvent

i t i t i tO
i t

i t t i t i t

q d
I

w d
γ

δ γ

+⎧⎪= ⎨ +⎪⎩
. (3.10) 

  Once the non-shareholding firm owner has saved an amount ,
O
i t jS e≥ , the agent immediately 

purchases a new share of firm j , which brings firm j out of bankruptcy, and thus returns the agent to its 

original consumption and savings behavior.  

3.3 Firms  

  The firms in the minimal economy – namely, the farms, tractor factories and banks – are 

incorporated as private joint-stock companies whose goal is to maximize profits for their shareholders, the 

firm owners. Each firm j  has up to M shareholders, each of whom must pay stock price je  for a single 

share of the firm. The firm maintains an equity base ,j tE , which serves as collateral to fulfill debt 

obligations that cannot be paid through profits. To facilitate the flow of debt in the economy, our model 

imposes the constraint that firms must finance their production costs entirely through debt and not with 

retained earnings and equity. When , 0j tE = , firms are declared insolvent and are forced to cease all 

profit-generating activity. 

  Firms are obligated to pay their shareholders dividends through profits generated during the 

current period or from earnings retained from previous periods. Before dividends are issued, however, the 

firms ensure that two internal targets are satisfied. The firm’s first priority is to keep the nominal value of 
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its equity base greater than the total amount that shareholders paid, or so that ,j t j jE m e≥  where jm  is 

the current number of shareholders and 0 jm M< ≤ . Secondly, firms maintain a target equity level ,j tE , 

which is equal to the minimum equity collateral required to finance the desired levels of production 

during that period. ,j tE  is a proxy for the level of equity required during the next simulation period. If 

these conditions are met, the firm j  pays a dividend ,j tq  to each of its jm  shareholders. Formally, the 

firms’ dividend policy can be expressed as 

 
( )( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
, , , , ,

,

, , ,

max , / if 

0 if 

j t j t j j j j t j j j t j t

j t

j t j j j t j t

E E m e m E m e E E
q

E m e E E

⎧ − > ∩ >⎪= ⎨
≤ ∪ ≤⎪⎩

. (3.11) 

3.3.1 Risk Management Among Firms 

  A major risk of offering debt is that if firms become too highly leveraged, heavy losses can 

potentially influence the stability of the economy. Unfortunately, several aspects of the simulated 

economy magnify the impact of firm losses so much that the failure of a single firm can disrupt the long-

run stability of the simulation. First, the high degree of connectivity amongst agents can create feedback 

loops that make markets extremely volatile. Secondly, because the computational agents have limited 

intelligence, they cannot coordinate to bail out insolvent firms even if the stability of the economy 

depends on it. While real-world firms can actively hedge to reduce the risk of massive losses, the 

financial instruments, markets, and agent logic required for such activity would have added significant 

complexity to the simulation.  

  Instead, we integrate “soft” measures to mitigate the impact of firm insolvency. First, the firms’ 

equity base provides a relatively good buffer for when profits fall short of covering debt. The economy 

also restricts farms and factories from borrowing more than a maximum debt-to-equity ratio Dρ . In the 

financial sector, banks abide by a capital requirement Cρ , which is the ratio of banks’ equity plus 
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retained earnings (Tier 1 capital) to its total loan amount. When set to reasonable levels, these measures 

seem to improve the stability of the simulated economy to a significant degree (see Appendix D). 

3.3.2 Reinforcement Learning in Deciding Firm Strategy 

  Even in a basic economy like the one simulated by our model, the supply and pricing decisions 

that firms face are very complex. The decisions that determine aggregate supply and demand for one good 

are highly contingent on the decisions made for other the goods. In fact, it may be infeasible to compute 

the optimal strategies in the Walrasian equilibrium without making limiting assumptions about the firms. 

Rather than using ad-hoc decision rules, we design these boundedly rational firms so that they utilize the 

Q-Learning reinforcement learning technique [32] to determine production strategy6. Appendix A details 

how the firms use this learning algorithm.  

3.4 Production 

  The production sector of the simulated economy creates two commodities: food and tractors. 

Food is a soft good that must be consumed in the same period that it was produced, while tractors are 

capital goods that can be used in production for TT  periods. It is important to note that tractors in our 

model are semantically different from their real-world counterpart – real tractors are tools that workers 

use to increase their productivity while the simulated tractors produce food independent of the workers 

hired by the firm7. In other words, the tractors are also substitutes for labor. The aggregate productivity of 

the simulated economy is determined in part by the supply of tractors produced each period. 

  The primary decision that farms and tractor factories make is to determine a level of production. 

Production involves financing and acquiring any inputs, such as workers and tractors, to achieve the 

targeted level. Since the markets are modeled as discriminatory price auctions, however, firms that 

engaged in production first will receive better prices, interest rates, and supply. To prevent any firm from 
                                                 
6 Duffy (2006) discusses the applicability of learning techniques such as Q-learning in modeling agent decisions. 
Despite of some arguments against its use, we ultimately chose to employ reinforcement learning because it is 
relatively straightforward to implement. 
7 We implement “tractors” as substitutes for labor rather than tools that enhance productivity because it greatly 
simplifies the farm’s purchase problem. 
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having a long-run advantage in its cost of input, the simulation framework randomizes the order in which 

the firms will produce during each period.  

3.4.1 Farms 

  Farms employ workers and tractors to produce food, which they sell for profit to households. 

These agents are essential to the functioning of the simulated economy. Farms are homogeneous in their 

production capabilities, so each is subject to the same food productivity per worker Fl  and productivity 

per tractor Tκ , where T Flκ ≥ . Their linear production function for farms can be expressed as  

 , , ,
F F W T T
j t j t j tY l n nκ= + , (3.12) 

where ,
W
j tn  is the number of workers hired, ,

T
j tn is the number of purchased tractors available for use, and 

,
F
j tY  is the total food produced that period.  

  The decision to purchase tractors rather than hire a comparable number of workers is determined 

by the availability of both inputs and the discounted value of a tractor relative to that of a worker. Since 

tractors can be used in multiple production cycles, the farm must amortize this cost with respect to its cost 

of capital. At each period, farms compute the net present value of a tractor and worker, or NPV( )T  and 

NPV( )W , respectively, using the formulas 

 1

0
NPV( )

(1 )

T F TT
T t
t L z

z t

pT p
r
κ−

=

= − +
+∑ , (3.13) 

 1NPV( ) W F F
t tW p p l−= − + , (3.14) 

where L
tr  is the current mean lending rate, 1

F
tp −  is the weighted average price of food purchased last 

period, and T
tp and W

tp  are the current tractor price and wage, respectively. If NPV( ) NPV( )T W≥ , 

these agents will purchase tractors before hiring workers. 
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Farm Production and Pricing Strategy 

  The Q-learning algorithms employed by the farm set a target production level ,
F
j tY  and profit 

margin ,
F
j tθ , where ,0 1F

j tθ≤ ≤  (see Appendix A.1). These agents will attempt to acquire as many tractors 

and workers as is necessary to produce ,
F
j tY  of food. Given that there is a sufficient supply of debt to 

finance expenses, and the farm has adequate equity such that it is not constrained by the debt-to-equity 

ratio, then the farms’ cost function can be approximated by 

 ( )( ), , , 1F W T T L
j t j t t j t j jC n w n p r= + + , (3.15) 

where T
jp  is the weighted mean price paid by farm j  for the ,

T
j tn  tractors it uses, and L

jr is the weighted 

mean lending rate on the single-period loans acquired by farm j . Given the total production cost and 

profit margin, farms will try to sell their entire food inventory for a unit price8 given by 

 ( ), , , ,1 /F F F F
j t j t j t j tp C Yθ= + . (3.16)  

3.4.2 Tractor Factories 

  Tractor factories introduce several interesting economic concepts to the minimal economy. The 

tractors that these agents produce represent capital costs, so their fixed costs must be discounted over 

multiple periods. Market lending rates directly influence the demand for tractors but have less of an 

impact on the demand for workers. Moreover, the addition of tractor factories increases the time value of 

money in the minimal economy, because, assuming T Flκ , the same amount of debt can be used to 

produce much more food.  

                                                 
8 If the demand for food is much less than the supply of food, then farms can suffer major losses if it happens to 
offer its entire inventory at the highest price. To reduce this risk, farms actually submit three offers to the food 
market, each roughly consisting of a third of the firms’ inventory, and priced at 95%, 100%, and 105% of ,

F
j tp . 
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  Internally, tractor factories function much like farms. These agents face a linear production 

schedule with labor as the only input and a productivity Tl for each worker hired. For a factory j  that has 

hired ,
W
j tn  workers, their production and cost functions are defined as: 

 , ,
T T W
j t j tY l n=  (3.17) 

 ( )( ), , 1T W L
j t j t t jC n w r= +  (3.18) 

  Tractor factories employ a Q-learning algorithm to determine production and pricing strategies 

(see Appendix A.2). In contrast to food, tractors produced during the current period can be held in a 

factory’s inventory for up GT  periods, after which their value is fully depreciated and they are no longer 

possible to sell. To account for unsold tractors from previous periods, the factories’ learning algorithms 

establish a target inventory level ,
T
j tZ . Target production is instead determined by  

 , , ,
1

max ,0
G

T T T
j t j t j k

t T

k t
Y Z Y

−

= −

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑  (3.19) 

where ,
T

j kY  is the total unsold tractors that were produced in period k .  

  The factory’s learning algorithm also sets a profit margin ,
F
j tθ , which is applied to the pricing of 

all goods in inventory. The tractor factory submits up to GT  offers to the tractor market, depending on 

which tractors remain in inventory. To illustrate this, suppose factory j  engaged in production during the 

current period t  and has in inventory tractors leftover from the previous two periods. This agent first 

offers the ,
T
j tY  tractors produced this period for a price ( ), , , ,1 /T T T T

j t j t j t j tp C Yθ= + , followed by an offer for 

, 1
T

j tY −  tractors priced at ( ), , 1 , 11 /T T T
j t j t j tC Yθ − −+ , and finally, an offer for , 2

T
j tY −  tractors priced at 

( ), , 2 , 21 /T T T
j t j t j tC Yθ − −+ . If the production costs in previous periods were low, this pricing scheme will help 

factories clear their old inventory faster. 
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3.5 Banking 

  Banks are a crucial component of the simulated economy because they enable the flow of funds 

between households and firms. The banking sector in the minimal economy consists entirely of retail 

banks. These agents are charged with operating checking accounts and providing debt instruments for 

households and producers. Traditional retail banks operate on a deceptively simple principle: charge more 

for loans than deposits. However, in creating this agent-based model, we discovered that it was far more 

difficult to design efficient, profit-maximizing heuristics for banks than for the other agents9. The crux of 

the problem is that banking by nature is an extremely risky enterprise; these heavily leveraged activities 

require careful planning and regulation, even in our model’s basic economy. 

  In the simulated economy, checking accounts are the primary source of funds for banks to loan. 

These checking accounts create a decentralized fractional reserve system in which every bank observes 

the reserve ratio Rρ  set by the central bank. Unlike participants in the Federal Reserve System, the 

simulated banks do not deposit required reserves with the central bank but instead make a best-effort 

approach to keeping their funds in line with the reserve requirement. This banking system allows for 

endogenous money creation, but due to the short durations on all loans, the extent of this effect is less 

accurately predicted by the standard money multiplier 1/ Rρ .  

  When a bank lacks the excess reserves to honor a checking account withdrawal, it is forced to 

borrow funds for a fixed rate from the “discount window” market. The only purpose of this market is to 

provide additional stability to the simulated economy, rather than as a full model of the Discount Window 

operated by the Federal Reserve. In fact, the discount rate set by the central bank is inconsequential: the 

interest payments on discount window loans must be returned to the borrowing agent, or else money will 

escape the otherwise closed financial system.  

                                                 
9 In our preliminary models, banks only offered savings deposits and no checking accounts. However, this led to 
highly unstable prices and restricted production, because banks could not offer enough debt without risking major 
losses. We later experimented with changing checking accounts into “money market” accounts, which operate as 
interest-bearing demand deposits. This also resulted in insolvency issues and high volatility in all markets. 
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3.5.1 Retail Banks 

  Retail banks lend funds from checking accounts and savings deposits to farms and factories. The 

fundamental problem that these agents face is how to maximize total interest from loans, subject to the 

capital requirement Cρ , their balance of excess reserves, and the interest they must pay to savings 

deposits. This optimization problem involves balancing the volume and interest rate of savings deposits 

with the expected revenue from offering a volume of loans at a certain lending rate. These agents 

essentially manage twice the number of variables as the other firms, and consequently, their optimal 

pricing and production strategy is more complex (see Appendix A.3).   

Costs of Banking Activity 

  Like the other firms, no single bank is endowed with intrinsic production advantages. The 

checking accounts of the households and producers are distributed equally amongst the banks so that each 

bank starts with roughly the same share of the initial demand deposits. Each worker that the banks hire 

provides a fixed productivity Bl , which represents the amount of funds that the bank can loan per worker 

hired10. In other words, the bank can offer a maximum loan amount ,
B W

j tl n  if it hires ,
W
j tn  workers. The 

banks’ production costs consist of wages, and interest owed to saving deposits and discount window 

loans. Their cost function can be expressed as 

 , , , , ,
B W D D DW DW
j t j t t j t j t j tC n w r V r V= + + , (3.20) 

where ,
D
j tr  is the deposit rate they offered, ,

D
j tV  is the total principal on all savings deposits received, 

DWr is the discount window rate, and ,
DW
j tV  is the total amount borrowed from the discount window.  

                                                 
10 An early study by Benston [1] suggests that employee hiring by small-market or branch banks is linearly related to 
the number of loans, so the production functions of the simulated banks is somewhat reasonable. 
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Loan and Deposit Strategy 

  Banks employ Q-learning algorithms that determine a target loan amount ,
L
j tV , a deposit rate ,

D
j tr , 

and a profit margin ,
B
j tθ . The algorithm ensures that ,

L
j tV  is within the limits imposed by the capital 

requirement so that , ,
L B C
j t j tV E ρ≤ , where ,

B
j tE  is the banks’ total equity plus retained earnings (see 

Section 3.3). The goal is then to offer enough savings deposits and hire sufficient workers to achieve the 

target loan level. First, suppose that bank j  has excess reserves ,j tS  at the beginning of the period. The 

bank then determines the target volume of savings deposits according to the rule 

 
, , , ,

,
, ,

if 

0 if 

L L
j t j t j t j tD

j t L
j t j t

V S S V
V

S V

⎧ − <⎪= ⎨
≥⎪⎩

. (3.21) 

If , 0D
j tV > , the bank submits an offer to the savings deposit market for the target deposit quantity priced 

at the computed deposit rate ,
D
j tr .  

  Suppose that, after all household bids for savings deposits are cleared, the bank’s offer is matched 

with a total of ,
D
j tV  in household savings. The bank now has a total of , ,

D
j t j tV S+  in non-reserve funds that 

it can loan. The minimum number of workers required to service these loans is 

 ( ) ( ), , ,ˆ /W D B
j t j t j t tn V S w l⎡ ⎤= + +⎢ ⎥ . (3.22) 

If this labor can be hired, then the bank will offer to loan the amount , , ,ˆD W
j t j t j t tV S n w+ − , which is the 

maximum amount subject to the capital requirement, reserve ratio, and savings deposits received. Lastly, 

the bank sets a lending rate ,
L
j tr  so that the maximum profit margin from these loans equals ,

B
j tθ . This 

lending rate is determined as follows: 

 ( )( ), , , , , ,ˆ/L B B D W
j t j t j t j t j t j t tr C V S n wθ= + − . (3.23) 
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3.5.2 Central Bank 

  A single Central Bank agent acts as a lender of last resort by offering fixed-rate loans at the 

discount window. Retail banks are forced to borrow from the discount window when they lack the excess 

reserves to honor demand deposit withdrawals. The central bank is essentially a passive agent. We follow 

the Austrian School of thought in reasoning that, in a system with a closed money supply such as the 

minimal economy, a central bank should have minimal responsibility. For an example of a simulated 

central bank with an active monetary policy, see the agent-based model described in Raberto et al. (2007). 

4 Simulation Results 

  The agent-based model of the minimal economy is evaluated in terms of its ability to enable, 

though not necessarily guarantee, the emergence of stability in production, prices, employment and 

numerous other measures. First, we remind the reader that our design of the economy does not actually 

ensure that production will even occur each period. The reinforcement learning strategies employed by a 

farm could conceivably decide to halt the farm’s production, or a bank’s strategy could dictate that no 

funds be loaned. In other words, the mere existence of positive long-run production can be considered as 

an emergent property of the minimal economy.  

  Appendix D diagrams the economic activity from an example simulation of the minimal 

economy. From Figure D-3, we can see that the majority of aggregate wealth belongs to the workers, 

though firm owners periodically appear to seize some of this worker wealth. We can see from figures D-6 

and D-7 that long-term production of food and tractors does occur. Moreover, as shown in Figure D-1, the 

price of food and labor seems relatively stable while tractor prices are somewhat volatile. In Figure D-8, 

we see that no more than three firms out of twenty were bankrupt at any time. This is evidence that the 

firms’ reinforcement learning strategies were able to adjust production and prices effectively. Overall, 

these results suggest that the minimal economy is functioning properly in terms of allowing for a 

relatively stable flow of goods, labor and capital.  
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  However, several properties of the simulated economy require further mention. First, Figure D-2 

shows deposit rates were essentially zero, which indicates that the retail banks rarely offered savings 

deposits. This low supply of savings deposits corresponds to inadequate demand for loans. We believe 

that the additional of household loans or interbank lending is required to increase loan demand to a point 

when banks find it profitable to offer savings deposits. We also note that there is clearly a cyclical pattern 

to food and tractor production, which potentially suggests the existence of business cycles even in this 

basic representation of an economy.  

5 Conclusions 

  In this paper, we propose an agent-based model of a minimal economy consisting of boundedly 

rational households, farms, factories and banks. We believe that the model is unique in that it represents a 

closed economic system that depends entirely on self-adjusting, boundedly rational agents. The results of 

our simulation experiments suggest that long-run stability in production and pricing can emerge in this 

minimal economy. Many problems are left for further research. First, additional investment means, such 

as markets for bond issued by firms, is needed to increase the demand for money in the economy. The 

simulation is also limited by its dependence on loans being borrowed and repaid during the same period; 

the inclusion of multi-period loans could make firm activity more dynamic. As mentioned in Section 

3.1.1, the labor supply should also be excised in favor of competitive labor markets in which firms 

determine wages to meet their production needs. Lastly, it is unrealistic that the number of firms is fixed 

throughout the simulation. Instead, one might integrate the “entrepreneurial agents” described in Bruun 

and Luna (2000) to model dynamic firm creation. 
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Appendix A: Reinforcement Learning Strategies 

  The farms, tractor factories, and banks in the minimal economy employ the Q-learning 

reinforcement learning algorithm developed by Watkins and Dayan (1992). The specific details of this 

popular technique can be found in almost any machine learning textbook. Essentially, each agent has a 

finite set of states they can be in and a finite set of actions they can take. Each state-action pair is 

associated with a reward value, and these values are updated according to the profits generated by taking 

this action. The firms employ an ε -greedy approach in determining the next action to take given their 

current state.  

  After experimenting with many different sets of states and actions, we found that the pairs listed 

in the following section obtained the most consistent results. Lastly, we also include the SARSA Q-

learning [24], a popular online variant of the standard Q-learning algorithm, in the simulation library. See 

Takadama and Fujita (2004) for a comparison of these similar learning algorithms. 

A.1 Farms 

  The farms’ state depend on their profit ,j tπ , the quantity of goods ,j tY ′  sold, and the total leftover 

inventory ,j tY . Their state ,j tz  is determined as follows: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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j t j t j t j t j t

j t j t j t j t j t
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Y Y
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⎧ ′ =
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⎪ ′= > ∩ = ∩ ≤⎨
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′ > ∩ = ∩ > ∩ − <⎪
⎪

′ > ∩ = ∩ > ∩ − ≥⎪⎩

. 

Given their current state ,j tz , the farm can take one of six actions to set the next period’s target 

production , 1
F
j tY +  and target profit margin , 1

F
j tθ + . These actions are:  

(1) ,
F
j tY↑       (2) ,

F
j tY↓      (3) , ,

F F
j t j tY θ↑ ↑      (4) , ,

F F
j t j tY θ↑ ↓      (5) , ,

F F
j t j tY θ↓ ↑      (6) , ,

F F
j t j tY θ↓ ↓  

A.2 Tractor Factories 

  The tractor factories have the same set of states and actions as the farms, except that they set a 

target inventory level , 1
T
j tZ + rather than a target production amount. 
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A.3 Retail Banks 

  The retail banks use separate instances of the Q-learning algorithm to determine lending strategy 

and deposit strategy. First, we describe their lending strategy. The banks’ lending state 
,

,
j t

B Lz  is determined 

by the their profit ,j tπ , the total amount of loans ,
L
j tV  given, and their target loan amount ,

L
j tV  for the 

current simulation period. Their lending strategy Their lending state is determined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )
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( ) ( ) ( )
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. 

Given their current lending state 
,

,
j t

B Lz , the bank can take one of six actions to set the next period’s target 

loan amount , 1
L
j tV +  and target profit margin , 1

B
j tθ + , which are given as:  

    (1) , 1
L
j tV +↑       (2) , 1

L
j tV +↓       (3) , 1 ,

L B
j t j tV θ+↑ ↑     

    (4) , 1 ,
L B
j t j tV θ+↑ ↓      (5) , 1 ,

L B
j t j tV θ+↓ ↑       (6) , 1 ,

L B
j t j tV θ+↓ ↓  

  The bank agent employs a separate deposit strategy to determine how to minimize the interest 

rate offered on savings deposits while meeting the bank’s target savings deposit level. The deposit 

strategy is used only if the bank requires savings deposits to meet its target loan level, or such that 

, 1 0D
j tV + >  for the current period t . Supposing this condition is met, the deposit state 

,

,
j t

B Dz , which depends 

on the total savings deposits ,
D
j tV  issued and the current period’s target deposit level ,

D
j tV , can be 

expressed as 
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. 

Lastly, the bank can take one of two actions to change the deposit rate , 1
D
j tr +  offered next period:  

(1) ,
D
j tr↑     or    (2) ,

D
j tr↓  
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Appendix B: Implementation Details 

  In the process of designing the minimal economy, we have implemented a robust, extensible 

framework around which future agent-based studies can be modeled on. Overall, the implementation 

(both logically and in code) is divided into a framework and a simulation program, both of which are 

written in Java (version 1.5). First, the simulation program is built on top of the RepastJ framework, 

which provides a GUI display, charting functions, data recording, and a basic scheduling mechanism for 

the simulation. The simulation program makes heavy use of Java’s built-in data structures, such as 

Hashtable, TreeMap, PriorityQueue, and LinkedList.  

  The framework provides structure to the interactions between agents and enforces a more object-

oriented approach to implementing the simulation program. The framework is essentially a hierarchy of 

Java interfaces and abstract classes, each of which define the set of interactions that can occur with that 

object. For example, the Firm interface defines that all firms should need to handle the hiring of a 

worker, while the JointStockFirm interface defines that all firms can handle adding a shareholder 

and distributing profits.  

  In addition to defining agent types, interfaces also define which debt instruments an agent can 

handle. For example, the workers bid for savings deposits in the market, but the Worker interface by 

itself does not enable these agents to make such bids. Instead, the implementation of the worker 

(SimpleWorker) must extend the savings deposit interface, which is defined by 

SavingsDepositOwner for bidders and SavingsDepositProvider for banks that can handle 

these deposits.  
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Appendix C: Diagram of the Minimal Economy 

 
Figure C-1: Diagram of the agents and markets in the minimal economy. The direction of the lines indicates the 
flow of goods, labor, or debt between agents.  
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Appendix D: Simulation Results 

  In the baseline configuration, the minimal economy is simulated with 1000 workers, 5 owners per 

firm, 10 farms, 5 factories, and 5 banks. To initialize production, all household checking accounts are 

endowed with 10 dollars at the beginning of the simulation and the model is simulated for 2500 periods. 

The various simulation parameters are set as follows:  

o Minimum wage min 0.20w =  and poverty level 1.00PA =  
o Reserve ratio 10%Rρ =  and capital requirement 6%Cρ =  
o Maximum debt-to-equity ratio 1.5Dρ =  
o Households have reservation wage elasticity 0.10Rε = , save a fraction 0 1 0.05υ< − ≤  of their 

real income, , and determine average weighted income during the past 5wT =  periods 
o Labor unions calculate correlations over 20UT =  periods and try to prevent unemployment from 

exceeding 50%Uη =  
o Maximum tractor life 2TT =  periods 
o Tractors are depreciated over 2GT =  periods 
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Figure D-1: Average price of food, tractors and labor. The tractor and food prices are highly correlated with the 
wage set by the labor union, which suggests that these competitive firms are not charging high margins for their 
products. 
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Interest Rates In the Market
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Figure D-2: Average lending and deposit rates in the debt markets, expressed in decimal form. In the baseline 
configuration, the retail banks rarely offered savings deposits, so the deposit rate is zero most of the time. 
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Figure D-3: Distribution of wealth in the economy. The firms’ wealth, which consists entirely of equity, did not 
increase significantly during the simulation. Lastly, the chart shows that money is being created by the fractional 
reserve system, but not to the extent predicted by the money multiplier. 
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Employment in the Unionized Labor Market
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Figure D-4: Total labor hired during each period. There are 1100 households in total – 1000 workers and 100 firm 
owners. Not every worker seeks employment during each period.  
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Figure D-5: Total households that seek leisure rather than employment. The troughs and peaks in this chart appear 
to be opposite of those in Figure D-4, which suggests that most of the labor force is being employed.  
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Food Production And Consumption
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Figure D-6: Total food produced and consumed. This graph suggests that households are consuming the majority of 
food that is produced. 
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Figure D-7: Total tractors produced and consumed. It appears that the demand for tractors closely follows the 
demand for food. 
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Firm Bankruptcies
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Figure D-8: Total firms that are still bankrupt at each period. Over 2500 periods, banks stayed solvent while farms 
and factories roughly shared the total number of bankruptcies.  
 




